EXPLANATORY NOTE
In regard to these evidences, we feel compelled to point out that once a corrupted legislature penetrated
English (and subsequently British) culture, the experience of the common people and therefore everyday life,
a gradual erosion began, which has led us to where we are today. When we speak of any legislation instituted
since 1686, we are referencing unlawfully enacted statutes. Nevertheless, we recognise that once enshrined
in our shared experiences they did indeed become our “new normal”. See how it works? It always works like
that. Before the fact, the propaganda thus stated has sponsors who wish it to become the norm. Once the
treasonous act is successfully carried out and integrated into the commonly accepted experience, it does
indeed become the “new normal”. The Government’s ‘Behavioural Insights Team’ are well aware of this, as
are all folk sufficiently aware of the psychological school of Behaviourism as Applied Psychology. Hence,
we here offer clarifying caveat that all articles of statute post-1686 are tainted by the supplanting of the
principle of English Common Law, with the “new normal” trajectory of ‘parliamentary sovereignty’ and the
like – which began the process of transferring the sovereignty of the people once again into the hands of
those who are servants called to serve the public, not masters manipulating the system toward personal and
corporate interests.
We do not say that all human intentions were bad since 1686, or that certain statutes did not offer certain
beneficial protections to the people. But we acknowledge that in referencing all such developments, we
remain fundamentally cognisant that the treasonous transfer of powers which have ultimately led to
Coronavirus Act 2020 insanity are the cause of our collective malaise at this point in history. This is why the
lawful notice served on 20/10/2020 to all Chief Constables states the unequivocal case. Our evidences here
presented, also evidence that statute ‘laws’ since 1686, having been in place for 334 years, have become a
part of how the modern legalese system now functions. Culturally and socially, change in such a period has
inevitably been immense. We acknowledge that as flawed human beings we operate within flawed systems
and often use flawed methods: Often because there is no existing alternative. We cannot roll back 334 years,
but we must acknowledge the fact that once the transfer of powers steps even fractionally, either to the left or
the right from the principle of the people as sovereign, then we are already at peril. Just so, all the current
talk of a “new normal” proves such, in extremely sinister form.
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